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ATOMIC MONITORING SOLUTION

Not all monitoring systems are created equal. That’s why we’ve taken the best visualization, reporting, database, and service check platforms and custom-built our Atomic Monitoring Solution. Our design cuts down on monitoring noise to better focus on preventing IT disasters.

The Atomic Monitoring Solution, built on a set of industry-leading open source platforms is designed from the ground up to be flexible, available, user friendly, and all-encompassing.

Grafana
- Consolidates data from 30+ different commercial and open-source data feeds into one highly customizable dashboard.

Telegraf
- Agent or agentless performance metrics bridge, reporting on everything from servers to IoT devices.

Influxdb
- High performance, open source database optimized for fast storage and retrieval of device metrics.

Sensu
- Alerting platform used to perform service checks and event processing at scale.

KUBERNETES PLATFORM
- Automate your monitoring workflows
- Agent-based monitoring with Sensu
- Reduced alert fatigue with auto-remediation
- Integrates with any existing monitoring tools
- Sensu monitors everything from the server closet to the cloud
- Automated discovery